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Investigation Summary

Investigation on June 9, 1981 (Report No. 50-301/81-24)

Areas Investigated: Special, unannounced investigation of an allegation
concerning the violation of a Radiation Work Permit; review of ' procedures,
interviews with licensee and contractor personnel. The investigation in-
volved a total of 14 hours onsite by NRC personnel.

Results: One item of noncompliance was observed relative to violation of a
Radiation Work Permit procedure.
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REASON FOR INVESTIGATION

On June 1, 1981, two individuals contacted the Resident Inspector's (RI)
office at the Point Beach Nuclear Plant. The individuals alleged that a
radiation work procedure had been violated and they had been wrongfully
dismissed for complaining about the violation. On the basis of this
information, an investigation was initiated.

SUMMARY OF FACTS

Individuals A and B were interviewed on the evening of June 8, 1981. They
stated that they had been employed by the firm of Phillips-Getschow (Getschow)
as steamfitters at Point Beach during a recent plant outage.

They indicated that on May 8, 1981, their foreman directed them to an area
not covered by the Radiation Work Permit issued for their work that evening,
in error. They stated that they had complained about this procedure viola-
tion. Two previous incidents, involving welding on pipe supports were
discussed as background wherein the two individuals had disagreed with their
foreman over actions to be taken. A copy of a five page typewritten grievance
submitted to their Union protesting their termination was provided and re-
viewed. The individuals indicated that they had an informal hearing on the
subject of their grievance on May 20, 1981.

On June 9,1981, the Investigator and RI interviewed licensee and contractor
personnel, and reviewed Radiation Work Permits, related procedures, and
radiation exposure reports.

Review of Radiation Work Permits (RWPs) indicated that the incident recounted
by Individuals A and B occurred on May 6, 1981, when they were to perform work
in the vicinity of the Unit 2 "A" steam generator.

An interview of their former foreman disclosed that on that day they had been
sent to the vicinity of "B" steam generator by error. Contractor personnel
indicated that due to the complexity of the plant, such errors were inevitable
and were likely to recur in the future. Licensee personnel advised that both
steam generator areas typically exhibit similar radiation fields and hazards
and permits often cover both areas.

The presence of the two individuals in an area not covered by the Radiation
Work Permit constituted a violation of the radiation work procedure, and had
not been reported under plant procedures for procedure violation report #.ng.
This was observed as an item of noncompliance with NRC requirements.

Radiation exposure data (dosimetry and whole body ec int data) indicated that
exposures for both of the individuals were well within regulatory limits.

On June 10, 1981, the licensee committed to advise contractor personnel of the
above incident, caution them to avoid similar incidents, and directed them to
report such incidents if any occurred. This appeared to be appropriate correc-
tive action on the part of the licensee.
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DETAILS

1. Personnel Contacted

Wisconsin Electric Power Company

*R. S. Bredvad, Health Physicist
C. H. Harris, Superintendent, Chemistry and Health Physics

i *G. A. Reed, Manager, Nuclear Operations
*F. A. Zeman, Office Supervisor

Phillips-Getschow

P. Huguet, Site Supervisor
D. Geismann, Foreman

* Attended exit interview on June 9, 1981.

Also contacted were other licensee technical and administrative
personnel.

2. Background

The Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Unit 2, recently underwent a refueling
outage. During this outage modifications were made to various plant
systems, including pipe support systems. This work was performed by
contractorpersonnelfromGet(how. Radiation protection activities
were performed by a contractor (NUMANCO).

Some modifications were made in high radiation areas. Site procedure
HP 2.7 (Exhibit I) requires that work in such areas be performed under

' a RWP. The RWP is a mechanism to insure that radiation hazards in an
area are identified, understood by workers, and that health physics
personnel are aware of ongoing work in the subject area.

The Unit 2 containment was closed on or about May 16, 1981, and plant
operation was resumed shortly thereafter. A chronology of actions
related to the investigation is attached as Exhibit II.

3. Receipt of Allegations
s

On June 1, 1981, Individuals A and B contacted the RI office at the
Point Beach Plant. They stated that on May 8, 1981 they were mis-
takenly sent into the wrong work area in the plant containment by
their foreman. They indicated that this violated the RWP procedure
and that they had advised a NUMANC0 technician of the occurrence.

They stated that the NUMAN.C0 technician told them "not to worry about
it". They contended that their complaint about the procedurc violation
resulted in their subsequent dismissal from work with the contractor.

1
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Individuals "A" and "B" noted that no plant personnel were involved
in or made aware of the incident.

4. Interview of Individuals A and B

Individuals A and B were interviewed by the RIII investigator on
the evening of June 8, 1981, and provided the following information:

|

)

They both indicated that they had previous experience in nuclear work,
and Individual A stated that he had been employed during previous out-
ages at Point Beach.

They were hired out of Local 298 of the Pipefitters and Plumbers Union,
and were partners during the outage hiring on at approximately the
same week in March 1981. Both were assigned to the second shift,
working for Individual C (Foreman).

On the evening of May 8, 1981, they were to perform work on the "A"
steam generator and their foreman, located on a walkway above them,
directed them to their work area. By error, the foreman directed
them to the "B" steam generator area where they were unable to locate
the pipe hanger they were assigned to work on. They stayed in the
area approximately twenty minutes (accumulating approximately 60 mrems
exposure) trying to locate the hanger, then exited the area. They
then found that the foreman had discovered his error and sent two
other workers (Individuals D and E) to perform the required work in
the "A" steam generator area. Upon exiting containment, they dis-
cussed the above information with a NUMANCO health physics techni-
cian who advised them not to worry about the incident.

During the interview, Individuals A and B discussed two other incidents
which they indicated occurred on May 10, 1981 and May 14, 1981 where
they had disagreed with their foreman as to actions to be taken to
correct problems with pipehangers.

They indicated that their termination occurred on May 15, 1981 and
their termination slips indicated "would not follow foreman's orders,
not to be rehired".

1

Individual A provided to the investigator a copy of a 'ive page type-
written letter to the Union detailing the above infore.cion and grieving
their dismissal. Individual A stated that an informal meeting was held
on May 20, 1981 between himself, Individual B, Union personnel, and
Get(howrepresentatives. He indicated that it was decided to let the
dismissals stand, but change the reason for dismissals to " lay-offs"
without additional comments. Individual A indicated that they were
both dissatisfied with the results of the informal hearing and the
decision.

Individuals A and B stated that they had contacted the NRC as they
felt their dismissals were at least partially due to their complaints
over being sent to the wrong work area, which they believed to be a
procedure violation.
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5. Site Visit

On June 9, 1981, the investigator visited the Point Beach site, and
with the assistance of the RI, reviewed radiation dosimetry reports,

wholebodycountrep(howp,ersonnel.
orts Radiation Work Permits, RWP procedures,

and interviewed Get

6. Record Review

A review of RWPs indicated that the alleged misdirection incident
had to have occurred on May 6, 1981 rather than on May 8, 1981. The
RWP issued for that date matched the information provided by Individuals
A and B.

On that date, an RWP was issued for work on MC 530, Unit 2 containment,
elevation 44 feet, "A" steam generator area. Radiation exposures of
300 mrems were authorized and surveys had indicated radiation fields
of 125-150 mR/hr for the general area, with " hot spots" of up to 500

mR/hr.

Individuals A, B, D, and E, were included in the RWP with the following
exposures noted:

A - 170 mrems
B - 206 mrems
D - 270 mrems
E - 280 mrems

Exposure records for Individuals A and B provided the following
total exposures and whole body counts:

External External Internal
Whole Body Extremity Whole

(TLD) (CALC) Body Count Period

A 668 mrems 1336 mrems 122 nCi * 3/19-5/16/81
B 664 mrems 1328 mrems 123 nCi * 3/10-5/16/81

* I-131, Co-60, Co-58

These values are well within NRC regulatory limits.

7. Interview of Get(how Personnel

P. Huguet (site supervisor) and D. Geismann (foreman) were interviewed
on June 9, 1981.

Mr. Geismann indicated that he had directed Individuals A and B into
the wrong work area on May 6, 1981, by error (this date w'as, verified
by previously obtained information). He stated that when the error
was discovered the individuals had been taken to the correct area by

a NUMANCO employee. Mr. Geismann stated that Individuals A and B
had made little comment about the incident at the time. Mr. Huguet
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stated that such errors had happened before and were'likely to recur
due the complexity of the plant itself.

Both Mr. Geismann and Mr. Huguet stated that'they had attended a formal
grievance hearing requested by Individuals A and B on May 20, 1981.
They indicated that this meeting was the first date they had heard
any concern voiced over the misdirection incident, and that this had
not been a factor in the decision to dismiss Individuals A and B
from employment. s

8. Discussion With Plant Personnel

Discussion with plant personnel confirmed that plant procedures provide
for identification of procedural violations, and several such reports
had been filed during the outage. However, no report had been filed
to note that Individuals A and B had been in an area not covered by
their authorized RWP.

Site personnel stated that it was frequent ~ practice to write one RWP-
for both steam generator areas, as radiation fields at both locations
were virtually identical. As such, briefly being in the wrong generator
area was not likely to be viewed as a significant procedure violation.

As the RWP serves several functions, including assuring that area radia-
tion hazards are surveyed and described to workers, being in an area
not described on the RWP was a procedural violation (although no over-
exposures occurred). This was in noncompliance with Technical Specifi-
cation 15.6.11. (Radiation Protection Program).

9. Corrective Action

By memo dated June 10, 1981 (Exhibit III provided to the RI office)
the licensee took acceptable corrective action for the above noted
noncompliance.

10. Exit Interview

An exit interview was held on June 9, 1981-with~those individuals
noted by an asterisk in the Personnel Contacted section of this report.
Licensee personnel acknowledged the findings of the investigation.

11. Contact with Individuals A and B

Individual A was contacted by the Investigator.on June 22, 1981 and
advised of the investigation findings. He was requested to contact

,

Individual B and advise him of the findings.

F Attachments:
i 1. Exhibit I
! 2. Exhibit II

| 3. Exhibit III
:

;
,
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HAJOR
Revision 3
11-21-80

RADIATION WORK PEPJIITS

1.0 DESCRIPTION

The radiation work permit (RWP) is designed to inform the vorher of
radiation conditions in the "ork area and to specify the requir ed
protective equipment and ;di tional requirements necess: ; for safe
performance of the job and to assist p'u it personnel and contract orr, in
achieving ALARA. A13 workers whose ..ames appear on the 4 IF shall read and
understand the radiation conditions and requirements th,' have been
outlined. In general, an RWP shall be completed for er:i separate job, but
in specific areas where radiation conditions are essent_.11y the sr.me, more
than one job may be included on the same RWP; however, with the exception
of routine inspections., general (blanket) containment area RWP's shall not
be issued. Where more thar, one shift is required to comp)ete a job, an RWP
is issued for each shift. Each RWP shall be te:minated at the end of the
work shift it was written for Requirements for the RWP are outlined
be]ow.

2.0 WORE REOUIRING A RADIATION WORK PEPJ4IT

2.1 Any entry to "high radiation areas", " airborne radiation areas", and
certain highly " contaminated areas" requires an RWP. These areas and
any others posted as "RWP Required" require a radiation work permit
for entry.

2.2 Maintenance or inspection of contamincted or radioactive eouipment
with radiation levels in excess of the ic210 wing iequire an RWP.

2.2.1 Removable contarrination in excese of 30,000 dpn/100 cm2 beta
gamma.

2.2.2 Radiation levels at one foot 100 rnRem/ hour or gr eater.

2.3 Work assignments that involve changes (withdrawing, uncovering,
opening, valving, disassembling, moving, etc.) that might have the
potential of increasing radiation, centamination, or airborne
radiation levels greater than RWP guidelines in Section 2.2 above
require an RWP.

2.4 llandling of certain licensed radioactive material requires an RWP.

Exhibit I
Page 1 of 1
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CHRONOLOGY

,

3/81 Individuals hired by Phillips-Get(how (approximate)

5/6/81 Individuals se.t to wrong steam generator by error

5/10/81 hanger removal incident
_

5/14/81 hanger welding incident

., 5/15/81 Individuals terminated

5/16/81 _ Unit 2 containment closed

, 5/19/81 ~ ~ ' Individuals file grievance -with Union*

|% #

._;. 5/20/81 grievance hearing

6/1/81' call to Resident Inspector
-

,,

6/8/81 Individuals interviewed by Foster.

;,- ..-

,. ca 6/9/81 ~ Investigation on site (Foster)~

;6/10/8.1 licensee memo on corrective action

4

6/22/81: Foster contacts Individual A, advises of findings
, ,-

-
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June 10, 1981+

(
, . -

Mr. Glenn A. Peed

RWP rROCEDUnAL VIOLATION or HAY 6, 1981
sv cvNructorrTr.Mo:mu, -

DUnit;G lu;r GEUltiG UUIAGE 13AcFFITTIric wonn

The following atcps will be taken in an effort. to '

prevent yocurrence of this type of vlulation of PDt;P proceduren
coricerning radiation work permits:

.

1. Contract.or nupervinion will be infotted concerning
; tim nature of the problem and the resulting citrition.

-

'
2. Con tra cto t nuparvision will. be reinformed of the ,

irportanca of varifying job locations prior to worker
assigunnnt.

3. Contractor personnel will be temintlad that when thny

do hocono involved with an apparent DNP or procedurni,

vlointion that thay should noti.fy a PUNP IIentt.h '

Physics Suparvisot. .

c.

It should bo noted that. thin RWP incidant 19 A ninor
miscue wlmt ei n the con t.: ne t.or supat vi=or f ai led to check with

a

contractor hoalth phY"iC9 pat sonno t pr. ior to sendiny wothrwn

into loop conpart. cont " II " , identical in nost aspects (.includ ing
r od t a t. i en lovala) to the cot r eict Joop corpartrant "A",

. -

.(rpyv" g.F .. :,''?.f @t'W ''
P. S. nredvad

lCopy to NRC Senior Itanidant I n 'i p a c t o t
r

Exhibit III
Page'l of 1
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